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Executive Summary 
From October 7 through 21, 2019, Livepeer engaged Trail of Bits to review the security of 
their Streamflow upgrade to the Livepeer protocol. Trail of Bits conducted this assessment 
over the course of three person-weeks with two engineers working from commit hash 
63b2278 of the livepeer/protocol repository and commit hash ab90031 of the 
livepeer/go-livepeer repository. 
 
The first week focused on the changes that have been made since our previous assessment 
of March 2018, with specific emphasis on the correctness of the probabilistic multipayment 
system and bonding. This resulted in one medium-severity issue that allows a malicious 
broadcaster to effectively withdraw all of their funding after a transcoder has completed its 
work but before the transcoder is rewarded (TOB-Livepeer-006). 
 
In the second week we concluded an analysis of the bonding and rounds managers, and 
also assessed the contract upgrade mechanism and off-chain Go code. This resulted in 
another medium-severity issue related to function shadowing in the delegatecall proxy 
mechanism (TOB-Livepeer-009). 
 
Additional code quality recommendations are listed in Appendix B. Livepeer’s responses to 
the findings are included in Appendix C. 
 
The code reviewed is written with obvious awareness of current smart contract 
development best practices and using well-tested frameworks such as OpenZeppelin. This 
is exemplified by the relative dearth of Solidity errors for a project of its size and 
complexity. However, the logic and state machines of the managers are very complex and 
could easily harbor new vulnerabilities as the result of a hasty future refactor. As such, the 
codebase would benefit from automated property-based testing scripts (e.g., using 
Echidna) to exercise state machine edge cases and/or verification (e.g., using Manticore) to 
ensure state machine invariants. 
 
Overall, the largest indicator of Livepeer’s security strength is the consistency of its code. 
Integration and unit tests handle many edge cases that result from normal use of the 
protocol. Changes made in response to these findings can indirectly mitigate many exploit 
patterns. Extensive parameter handling and requirements also reduce the threat of 
malformed patterns. 
 
As development of smart contract software continues, ensure the same level of consistency 
is maintained when adding features or upgrading pre-existing components. The current 
iteration of the smart contract protocol provides a secure foundation and meets many of 
the standards set by the Livepeer platform. 
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Project Dashboard 
Application Summary 

Name  Livepeer Protocol 

Version  livepeer/protocol commit 63b2278 
livepeer/go-livepeer commit ab90031 

Type  Solidity Smart Contracts 
Javascript 
Go 

Platforms  Ethereum 
 
Engagement Summary 

Dates  October 7 through October 21 

Method  Whitebox 

Consultants Engaged  2 

Level of Effort  3 person-weeks 
 
Vulnerability Summary  

Total Medium-Severity Issues  2  ◼◼ 

Total Low-Severity Issues  1  ◼ 

Total Undetermined-Severity Issues  2  ◼◼ 

Total  5    
 
Category Breakdown 

Data Validation  1  ◼ 

Patching  2  ◼◼ 

Undefined Behavior  2  ◼◼ 

Total  5   
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Engagement Goals 
The engagement was scoped to provide a security assessment of the Ethereum smart 
contracts in the livepeer-protocol repository, as well as the off-chain code (including the 
randomness oracle) of the go-livepeer repository. 
 
Specifically, we sought to answer the following questions: 
 

● The Livepeer protocol progresses in rounds and each round needs to be initialized 
in order for other actions to take place (i.e., ticket redemption, staking, etc.). Can 
anything halt round progression and prevent round initialization from taking place? 

● Streamflow is a protocol upgrade focused on scalability and still relies on a 
centralized upgrade mechanism controlled by the core team for the time being. It is 
crucial that the core team is able to retain ownership of contracts in the system as 
owners of these contracts are able to update economic parameter values, fix bugs, 
and deploy upgrades. Are there any vulnerabilities that would allow a malicious 
actor to take ownership of these contracts and access the aforementioned 
capabilities? 

● Users stake Livepeer tokens via the deployed contracts. Users also escrow ETH with 
the deployed contracts which is used to pay for work on the network. Can anything 
put this user value at risk such that it could be locked up permanently in the 
contracts or stolen by malicious actors? 

In addition to the above goals, Livepeer also expressed interest in the following questions: 

● Is state corruption possible for any of the upgraded contracts, e.g., due to state 
corruption risks inherent in the delegatecall proxy upgrade mechanism? 

● Is there any possibility of unexpected behavior in the interaction between 
new/upgraded contracts compiled with solc 0.5.x and old contracts compiled with 
solc < 0.5.x? 

● Are there any cases where the new state update logic in the updated 
BondingManager makes invalid assumptions during the transition from V1 to 
Streamflow? 

● Is it possible for an attacker to force all probabilistic micropayment tickets sent from 
a broadcaster to always win despite the winning probability of the tickets being less 
than 100%? 

● Is it possible for a malicious attacker to force all probabilistic micropayment tickets 
received by an orchestrator to always lose despite the winning probability of the 
tickets being greater than 0? 
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Coverage 
Trail of Bits manually reviewed the provided code from the livepeer/protocol repository at 
commit hash 63b2278 and the livepeer/go-livepeer repository at commit hash ab90031. 
Manual review resulted in findings TOB-Livepeer-006 through TOB-Livepeer-010. A 
non-exhaustive list of some approaches taken and their results include: 
 

● Analyzed the codebase with Slither, a Solidity static analysis framework used to 
automate vulnerability discovery and guide auditing practices. 

● Verified transcoder slashing arithmetic to ensure finder’s fees or slashed amount 
cannot cause balances to fall out of sync with the tokens backing them. 

● Ensured withdrawing fees does not allow for similar miscalculations. 
● Checked that arithmetic when withdrawing is sound, and that it is only allowed after 

the unbonding period has passed. 
● Traced control flow paths to ensure potentially dangerous internal functions that do 

not validate their arguments are only ever called in safe contexts. 
● Confirmed that critical operations emit appropriate events that can easily be tracked 

by external tooling 
● Reviewed many usages of require statements and SafeMath library functions to 

ensure state transitions cannot be mistakenly trapped. 
● Validated that the randomness oracle for the probabilistic micropayments is 

cryptographically sound. 
● Checked for common Go security mistakes in the off-chain codebase, such as 

unchecked errors. 
● Compared the storage layouts of the new Streamflow contracts to ensure that they 

are compatible with the legacy contracts they will be replacing. 
● Manually tested the protocol’s resilience to state machine edge cases. 
● Checked for potential interoperability issues between the contracts compiled with 

differing versions of Solidity. 
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Recommendations Summary 
This section aggregates all the recommendations made during the engagement. Short-term 
recommendations address the immediate causes of issues. Long-term recommendations 
pertain to the development process and long-term design goals. 

Short Term 
❑ Devise a way to prevent broadcasters from retracting their deposits before they 
are claimed by their rightful transcoder. For example, consider storing a ticket registry 
for each round, or implement some other means of validating that a recipient is entitled to 
the redemption. See TOB-Livepeer-006. 
 
❑ Assess the value of enabling solc optimizations. Measure the gas savings from 
optimizations, and carefully weigh them against the possibility of an optimization-related 
bug. See TOB-Livepeer-007. 
 
❑ Consider changing the visibility of the getTicketHash function in 
MixinTicketBrokerCore. Modification from internal to public will allow senders to 
ensure that the ticket hashes they sign are computed using the same version of the 
encoder that will be used to validate them (thereby protecting against inconsistencies in 
ABIEncoderV2 behavior between solc releases). See TOB-Livepeer-008. 
 
❑ Document all contracts that use ABIEncoderV2 with all known related bugs to 
ensure future developers do not exercise them. See TOB-Livepeer-008. 
 
❑ Test compilation of any legacy 0.4.25 contracts using solc version 0.4.26. Even if the 
resulting EVM bytecode is not used for production, this can catch many errors because the 
newer version of solc includes many compile-time checks for ABIEncoderV2 issues that 
were not included in 0.4.25. 
 
❑ Remove all the public functions that are not needed from ManagerProxy. This will 
prevent potential upgrade issues due to function shadowing when using the delegatecall 
proxy pattern. See TOB-Livepeer-009. 
 
❑ Update to a newer stable release of Node. The current codebase only compiles with 
Node 8, which will reach its end-of-life in December 2019. See TOB-Livepeer-010. 
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Long Term 
❑ Increase integration test coverage to cover edge cases in which a broadcaster 
creates bogus tickets before its deposits are rightfully claimed. Consider generalizing 
test cases to a property-based test framework like Echidna that can discover other similar 
bugs. See TOB-Livepeer-006. 
 
❑ Monitor the development and adoption of Solidity compiler optimizations. Assess 
their maturity. See TOB-Livepeer-007. 
 
❑ Integrate static analysis tools like Slither into your CI pipeline. This can help detect 
use of unsafe pragmas. See TOB-Livepeer-008. 
 
❑ Carefully review the pitfalls of using delegatecall proxy pattern. Use 
slither-check-upgradability to detect function shadowing. See TOB-Livepeer-009. 
 
❑ Track the Node release schedule. Ensure that all dependencies are up to date. See 
TOB-Livepeer-010.   
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Findings Summary 
#  Title  Type  Severity 

1  A malicious broadcaster can reclaim all of 
its deposits and reserves 

Data Validation  Medium 

2  Solidity compiler optimizations can be 
dangerous 

Undefined 
Behavior 

Undetermined 

3  ABIEncoderV2 is not production-ready  Patching  Undetermined 

4  Proxy has public methods that shadow 
implementation 

Undefined 
Behavior 

Medium 

5  Node 8 will reach its end-of-life in 
December 2019 

Patching  Low 
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1. A malicious broadcaster can reclaim all of its deposits and reserves 
Severity: Medium Difficulty: Medium 
Type: Data Validation Finding ID: TOB-Livepeer-006 
Target: contracts/pm/mixins/MixinTicketBrokerCore.sol 
 
Description 
The redeemWinningTicket function is public and unprotected. This is acceptable in theory, 
since all tickets must be cryptographically signed by their sender and thus prevent tickets 
from being forged by recipients. However, there is no registry of valid tickets or recipients; 
broadcasters have the ability to craft an arbitrary winning ticket immediately before 
redemption, as long as the recipient is a registered transcoder. 
 
This provides a means to produce a front-running attack similar to the one described in the 
probabilistic micropayments section of the Streamflow documentation. However, since the 
redeemWinningTicket attack does not rely on an explicit withdrawal, the round-based 
withdrawal delay is not a sufficient mitigation. 
 
This finding is classified as medium-, as opposed to high-, severity because the economics 
of the Livepeer system disincentivize attackers from exploiting it. Only active transcoders in 
the current round can draw funds from the broadcaster's reserve. Furthermore, an active 
transcoder can only draw funds from the broadcaster's reserve up to the maximum 
reserve allocation committed to the transcoder. Recipients cannot claim more than the 
maximum reserve allocation during the round. However, it is necessary for the client 
implementations to mitigate this vulnerability as the on-chain code does not prevent it. 
 
Exploit Scenario 
Alice is a broadcaster and wants to receive transcoding for free. She deploys and registers 
her own transcoder. Bob also has a transcoder that performed the work for Alice and holds 
a winning ticket. Alice crafts a new winning ticket specifying her own transcoder as the 
recipient, and front-runs a call to redeemWinningTicket that is mined before Bob’s. This 
will transfer all of Alice’s deposits and reserves to her transcoder. Moreover, Bob’s winning 
ticket redemption will revert due to a lack of funds in Alice’s reserves. 
 
Recommendation 
Short term, devise a way to avoid this behavior. For example, consider storing a ticket 
registry for each round, or implement some other means of validating that a recipient is 
entitled to the redemption. 
 
Long term, increase integration test coverage to cover this edge case, and consider 
generalizing your test cases to a property-based test framework like Echidna that can 
discover other similar bugs. 
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2. Solidity compiler optimizations can be dangerous 
Severity: Undetermined Difficulty: Low 
Type: Undefined Behavior Finding ID: TOB-Livepeer-007 
Target: truffle.js 
 
Description 
Livepeer has enabled optional compiler optimizations in Solidity. 
 
There have been several bugs with security implications related to optimizations. Solidity 
compiler optimizations are disabled by default. It is unclear how many contracts in the wild 
actually use them, so it is unclear how well they are being tested and exercised. 
 
Optimizations have been in active development over the past year; however, much of that 
effort has shifted to the Yul optimizer, which Livepeer does not use. 
 
High-severity security issues due to optimization bugs have occurred in the past. A 
high-severity bug in the emscripten-generated solc-js compiler used by Truffle and Remix 
persisted through Solidity 0.4.25 (used by the legacy Livepeer contracts) until late 2018. 
Another high-severity optimization bug that produced incorrect bit shift results was 
patched in Solidity 0.5.6. 
 
A compiler audit of Solidity from November 2018 concluded that the optional optimizations 
may not be safe. Moreover, the Common Subexpression Elimination (CSE) optimization 
procedure is “implemented in a very fragile manner, with manual access to indexes, 
multiple structures with almost identical behavior, and up to four levels of conditional 
nesting in the same function.” Similar code in other large projects has resulted in bugs. 
 
There are likely latent bugs related to optimization, and/or new bugs that will be introduced 
due to future optimizations. 
 
Exploit Scenario 
A latent or future bug in Solidity compiler optimizations—or in the Emscripten transpilation 
to solc-js—causes a security vulnerability in the Livepeer contracts. 
 
Recommendation 
Short term, measure the gas savings from optimizations, and carefully weigh them against 
the possibility of an optimization-related bug. 
 
Long term, monitor the development and adoption of Solidity compiler optimizations to 
assess their maturity. 
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3. ABIEncoderV2 is not production-ready 
Severity: Informational Difficulty: Low 
Type: Patching Finding ID: TOB-Livepeer-008 
Target: contracts/pm/TicketBroker.sol and its mixins 
 
Description 
Several contracts use the new Solidity ABI encoder, ABIEncoderV2, which is an 
experimental feature. Over three percent of all GitHub issues for the Solidity compiler are 
related to experimental features, with ABIEncoderV2 constituting the vast majority of 
these. Several issues and bug reports are still open and unresolved. ABIEncoderV2 has 
been associated with over twenty high-severity bugs over the past year, some of which are 
so recent they have not yet been included in a Solidity release. 
 
For example, earlier this year a severe bug was found in the encoder and was introduced in 
Solidity 0.5.5. More recently, versions 0.5.9 through 0.5.11 each included a bug fix related to 
ABIEncoderV2. More bugs are likely to be latent. 
 
The severity of this finding is classified as informational because all instances of 
ABIEncoderV2 usage appear to avoid all known bugs. However, there are several steps that 
can be taken to prevent issues from arising due to future changes. 
 
Exploit Scenario 
Livepeer deploys its contracts. After the deployment a bug is found in the encoder. As a 
result, users are unable to redeem winning tickets. 
 
Recommendation 
Short term, consider changing the getTicketHash function in MixinTicketBrokerCore 
from internal to public. This will allow senders to ensure that the ticket hashes they sign 
are computed using the same version of the encoder that will be used to validate them 
(thereby protecting against inconsistencies in ABIEncoderV2 behavior between solc 
releases).  
 
Document all contracts that use ABIEncoderV2 with all known related bugs to ensure 
future developers do not exercise them. 
 
Even if the resulting EVM bytecode is not used for production, test compilation of any 
legacy 0.4.25 contracts using solc version 0.4.26 because it includes many compile-time 
checks for ABIEncoderV2 issues that were not included in 0.4.25. 
 
Long term, integrate static analysis tools like Slither into your CI pipeline to detect unsafe 
pragmas.   
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4. Proxy has public methods that shadow implementation 
Severity: Medium Difficulty: Medium 
Type: Undefined Behavior Finding ID: TOB-Livepeer-009 
Target: contracts/ManagerProxyTarget.sol and all upgradable contracts that inherit it 
 
Description 
Both the ManagerProxy and its upgradable logic contract implementations (e.g., the 
BondingManager) inherit from ManagerProxyTarget. This shared inheritance causes them 
both to have identically named public functions. As a result, any public call to these 
functions will be executed on the code of the proxy, not the logic contract. For example, 
both the ManagerProxy and BondingManager have functions with the signature 
setController(address).  
 
Exploit Scenario 
BondingManager is upgraded and setController() adds an additional check and/or state 
change. All the calls directly to the BondingManager implementation will use the new 
version, while all calls through the ManagerProxy will use the previous version, which lacks 
the new checks. 
 
Recommendation 
Short term, remove all the public functions that are not needed from ManagerProxy. 
 
Long term, carefully review the pitfalls of using the delegatecall proxy pattern. Use 
slither-check-upgradability to detect function shadowing. 
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5. Node 8 will reach its end-of-life in December 2019 
Severity: Low Difficulty: Low 
Type: Patching Finding ID: TOB-Livepeer-010 
Target: package.json 
 
Description 
The livepeer/protocol codebase currently fails to compile on versions of Node newer 
than 8 due to bugs and incompatibilities in its dependencies. Node 8.x will reach its 
end-of-life in December 2019. 
 
Exploit Scenario 
A bug in a Node 8 dependency, such as the https-proxy-agent vulnerability, allows an 
attacker to man-in-the-middle traffic during a Truffle contract migration. 
 
Recommendation 
Short term, update to a newer stable release of Node. 
 
Long term, track the Node release schedule and ensure that all dependencies are up to 
date.   
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A. Vulnerability Classifications 
Vulnerability Classes 

Class  Description 

Access Controls  Related to authorization of users and assessment of rights 

Auditing and Logging  Related to auditing of actions or logging of problems 

Authentication  Related to the identification of users 

Configuration  Related to security configurations of servers, devices, or 
software 

Cryptography  Related to protecting the privacy or integrity of data 

Data Exposure  Related to unintended exposure of sensitive information 

Data Validation  Related to improper reliance on the structure or values of data 

Denial of Service  Related to causing system failure 

Error Reporting  Related to the reporting of error conditions in a secure fashion 

Patching  Related to keeping software up to date 

Session Management  Related to the identification of authenticated users 

Timing  Related to race conditions, locking, or order of operations 

Undefined Behavior  Related to undefined behavior triggered by the program 

 
 

Severity Categories 

Severity  Description 

Informational  The issue does not pose an immediate risk, but is relevant to security 
best practices or Defense in Depth 

Undetermined  The extent of the risk was not determined during this engagement 

Low  The risk is relatively small or is not a risk the customer has indicated is 
important 

Medium  Individual users’ information is at risk, exploitation would be bad for 
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client’s reputation, moderate financial impact, possible legal 
implications for client 

High  Large numbers of users, very bad for client’s reputation, or serious 
legal or financial implications 

 

Difficulty Levels 

Difficulty  Description 

Undetermined  The difficulty of exploit was not determined during this engagement 

Low  Commonly exploited, public tools exist or can be scripted that exploit 
this flaw 

Medium  Attackers must write an exploit, or need an in-depth knowledge of a 
complex system 

High  The attacker must have privileged insider access to the system, may 
need to know extremely complex technical details, or must discover 
other weaknesses in order to exploit this issue 
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B. Code quality recommendations 
The following recommendations are not associated with specific vulnerabilities; however, 
they enhance readability and may prevent the introduction of vulnerabilities in the future. 
 

● BondingManager.sol line 505 does not check the return value of the transferFrom 
function. This is currently not an issue because the LivepeerToken’s ERC20 
implementation inherits its behavior from Open Zeppelin’s ERC20 implementation, 
which will always revert on failure and will never return false.  
 
However, the ERC20 specification does allow for the transferFrom function to 
return false on failure instead of revert. If the token implementation is ever 
refactored, or if Open Zeppelin changes its semantics, this can cause issues. 
 

● RoundManager.sol line 46 defines a function setRoundLength that is meant to be 
called externally after deployment. If this function is never called, round length and 
other important state variables will remain unset (zero), which will prevent Livepeer 
from functioning as expected. Consider adding additional documentation, both 
inline and in the whitepaper, explicitly mentioning the need to call setRoundLength. 
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C. Livepeer responses to findings and recommendations 
 
TOB-Livepeer-006: A malicious broadcaster can reclaim all of its deposits and 
reserves 
 

The client that is embedded in the Livepeer node will keep track of a "float" value for each 
broadcaster that an active transcoder works with. The float is the cumulative value of 
winning tickets that the active transcoder has received, but has not yet redeemed 
on-chain. Each active transcoder sets a max float equal to the maximum reserve 
allocation committed to the transcoder by a broadcaster. As mentioned in the report, 
active transcoders in the current round can draw funds from a broadcaster's reserve up 
to a maximum reserve allocation committed to the transcoder. The maximum reserve 
allocation committed to an active transcoder is equal to the broadcaster's total reserve 
divided by the number of active transcoders in the current round (which is locked in at 
the beginning of a round). As an active transcoder tracks the float for a broadcaster 
(increases when a winning ticket is received, decreases when a winning ticket is 
successfully redeemed), if the float is ever greater than or equal to the max float, the 
transcoder stops accepting tickets from the broadcaster until it observes successful 
on-chain redemptions of the winning tickets that it is holding, which reduces the float 
such that it is below the max float. 
 
Since this attack can be defended against with an off-chain solution, we believe it is 
acceptable not to make any contract code changes. 
 
Changes: 

● Livepeer added an integration test demonstrating that an active transcoder 
can guarantee that it will always be paid fairly when redeeming a winning 
ticket. This is true as long as the cumulative value of winning tickets it holds 
does not exceed the maximum reserve allocation for a broadcaster, and 
holds true even if the broadcaster front-runs the transcoder's redemption 
transaction by redeeming a winning ticket sent to its own non-transcoder, 
registered non-active transcoder, or active transcoder (7994d55). 

 
TOB-Livepeer-007: Solidity compiler optimizations can be dangerous 
 

As recommended by the report, we analyzed whether the benefits of compiler 
optimizations outweighed the possibility of an optimization-related bug. We found that 
compiling the BondingManager contract without the optimizer turned on resulted in a 
bytecode size of 34867 bytes, which exceeds the maximum size of 24576 bytes set by 
EIP170. This means that as-is the BondingManager would not be deployable without 
turning on the compiler optimizer. Compiling the BondingManager contract with the 
optimizer turned on and the runs parameter set to 200 results in a bytecode size of 
21921 bytes, which is below the size limit. 
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https://github.com/livepeer/go-livepeer/tree/master/pm
https://github.com/livepeer/protocol/commit/7994d55f88c164cfbbb3dc452223c280954a1ca5
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/blob/master/EIPS/eip-170.md


An alternative to using compiler optimizations is to refactor the BondingManager into 
smaller components with bytecode sizes below the limit. We believe that the risk of 
refactoring the BondingManager in this manner exceeds the risk of an 
optimization-related bug. So, we have elected to continue using compiler optimizations. 
 
Changes 

● None, risk accepted. 
 
TOB-Livepeer-008: ABIEncoderV2 is not production-ready 
 

Changes 
● Livepeer changed the visibility for 

MixinTicketBrokerCore.getTicketHash() to public (f736fac) 
● A note was added to the README about the contracts that use ABIEncoderV2 

with a link to known bugs to be aware of during future 
development (4f629c2) 

 
TOB-Livepeer-009: Proxy has public methods that shadow implementation 
 

The shadowing of the setController() function in the ManagerProxy proxy contract 
and the associated target implementation contract that inherits from 
ManagerProxyTarget means that the logic of the setController() function can never 
change because it will always be executed against the proxy instead of the 
implementation target and the proxy’s function logic cannot be modified. While this is 
definitely not ideal, we believe the risk to be limited as we do not expect the need to 
change the logic in setController(). Furthermore, any changes to the ManagerProxy 
contract to remove the possibility of function shadowing will only impact future 
deployments of the contract, but the changes would not impact existing deployments of 
the contract. In the Streamflow upgrade, we will not be touching existing deployments of 
the ManagerProxy contract and instead we will only be swapping out the 
implementation target contracts that the proxies point to. 
 
Additionally, we believe there is some risk in making any changes that would also modify 
ManagerProxyTarget since the contracts we will be upgrading/deploying for Streamflow 
(BondingManager, RoundsManager and TicketBroker) all inherit from the contract. 
Given the limited impact of the shadowing of the setContoller() function in the 
current ManagerProxy contract and the risk associated with making changes to 
ManagerProxy/ManagerProxyTarget we believe that the safest path forward is to leave 
the code as is and add more documentation to the ManagerProxy contract that warns 
developers about setController() shadowing and, more generally, the pitfalls of 
function shadowing with a proxy and implementation target contract. 
 
Changes 

● Livepeer added code comments in ManagerProxy.sol warning developers 
about function shadowing (891dc68). 
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https://github.com/livepeer/protocol/commit/f736fac19a60ea00e0b4fcb1b886baba22327831
https://github.com/livepeer/protocol/commit/4f629c2bc9963bd6076b105c717f288ddba7b5a4
https://github.com/livepeer/protocol/commit/891dc6888f68fda80ce53163e87b7ff35f185073


TOB-Livepeer-010: Node 8 will reach its end-of-life in December 2019 
 

Changes 
● Livepeer Updated the project to use Node.js v10.17.0 (c12b3a6). There are 

currently known build issues with cryptographic libraries that are 
downstream dependencies of Truffle that prevent using Node v12.x. 

● A note was added to the README about the Node.js version to use (c12b3a6) 
 
Code Quality: Check return value of the ERC20 transferFrom() function in 
BondingManager.sol 
 

We elected not to check the return value of the transferFrom() function in 
BondingManager.sol because: 
 

● This would result in inconsistent handling of return values for ERC20 functions in 
the codebase because the Minter contract also calls ERC20 functions and we are 
not making modifications to the Minter code besides syntactical updates in order 
to allow for compilation with newer versions of the Solidity compiler. We wanted 
to keep the code as close as possible to the currently deployed code on mainnet. 

● The implementation of the LivepeerToken contract is fixed and we do not expect 
it to change so we know that it will always revert if an ERC20 operation fails. 

● If the implementation of the LivepeerToken contract does need to change for 
some reason in the future we can plan on always preserving the property that 
ERC20 functions revert if an operation fails. 
 

Changes 
● Livepeer added a note in the README about why the return value of ERC20 

functions is not checked (d4b3959). 
 

Code Quality: Add documentation about the need to call parameter setter functions 
in RoundsManager.sol post-deployment 
 

Changes 
● Livepeer added code comments specifying the need to call the necessary 

parameter setter functions post-deployment to BondingManager.sol, 
RoundsManager.sol, and TicketBroker.sol (ea99311). 
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